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THE EASTERN SAMI IN FINLAND AND RUSSIA

The Sami are an indigenous people living in Scandinavia, northern Fennoscandia, and the Kola Peninsula. The land of the Sami is located on the territories of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia. During the Middle Ages the Sami inhabited wide areas as compared to the present situation, covering considerably larger areas of modern Scandinavia and parts of north-western Russia. In historical sources, the Sami are often referred to as Phinnoi, Scrithifinoi, or Lapps. The current number of the Sami is estimated to be about 60,000–100,000 people. However, due to many centuries of forced assimilation in the abovementioned four countries, it is difficult to estimate the exact number of the Sami. In the Nordic countries there are national Sami Parliaments, which have a representative role in the administration of the Sami areas. In these countries there is also a system of schooling and higher education for the Sami (Lehtola 2015: 10; Sammallahti 2004: 168; Carpelan 1985: 36; 2002: 10).
Historically, the Sami can be divided into several different groups according to language, source of livelihood, and the degree to which local environmental characteristics have influenced their cultures. In a historical and cultural sense, there is a pronounced difference between the Western and Eastern Sami. The Western Sami have had connections with Scandinavian and Finnish cultures and with the Lutheran Church. The eastern group, to which the Skolt Sami belong, is strongly influenced by Russian and Karelian cultures as well as the Orthodox Church. The Eastern Sami cultures in Russia can be divided into three main groups by the language and characteristics of culture. However, due to the radical cultural and social changes in this area especially during the Soviet era, definitions used here refer mainly to the cultural situation in the first half of the twentieth century. The traditional Ter Sami areas are located in the easternmost part of the Kola Peninsula. Kildin and Akkala Sami have inhabited the central part and Skolt Sami the westernmost part in the border area of Russia, Finland, and Norway. In Finland there are also the Aanaar Sami people, belonging to the Eastern Sami group (see Mustonen & Mustonen 2011: 29–52; Jouste 2014: 361–362).

The Skolt Sami society was organised through the system of sijdds (Sami villages). A sijdd consisted of the inhabitants of a village and the area owned by them. There were some local and specific cultural characteristics in various sijdds. For example, the people of Suôn’njel sijdd lived in an inland forest area, made their living by reindeer herding and lake-fishing, and had close contacts with the people of Inari. The neighbouring Peäccam sijdd was located on the mountainous shore of the Arctic Ocean and therefore sea-fishing was a natural source of income that supported reindeer herding. There was also a strong Russian element in their local culture, manifesting the influence of the Russian monastery nearby. There were seven sijdds in the Skolt Sami land in the early twentieth century. The farthest sijdd to the west was Njaatdám. It was the first to be separated from others when its area became a part of Norway in 1826, while Suôn’njel, Pačjokk, Peäccam, Njuöttjau’rr, Mue’tkk, and Såårves were governed by Russia (Mustonen & Mustonen 2011: 24–25; Linkola & Linkola 2000: 130; Linkola & Sammallahti 1995: 39–51; Jouste 2014: 361–362).

The early twentieth century Skolt Sami culture can be seen as essentially Skolt Sami but in the analysis one must take under consideration also the strong effect of the shared traditions of the neighbouring Karelian, Russian, Norwegian, and Finnish cultures since the traditional living areas of the Skolt Sami are located in a cultural melting pot of various northern peoples (Jouste 2014: 362–363; Laitinen 1977: 12–14; Pentikäinen 1971: 142). However, this multicultural environment, which had existed in this area for centuries, broke down during the twentieth century. Based on the Treaty of Tartu, the Skolt
Sami territories were divided by the border between Finland and Russia in 1920. Saami village areas Paččjokk, Peäccam, and Suõ’nŋ’jel were incorporated into Finland and the area was named Petsamo. During the same period, the inhabitants of Njuõttjäu’rr, Mue’tkk, and Såå’rves became Soviet citizens and they were forced to move elsewhere from their home areas during the 1930s. The contacts across the border began to decline and ceased to exist completely during and after the Second World War, when the Petsamo area was ceded to the Soviet Union. As Finnish citizens, the Skolt Sami of Petsamo decided to move to Finland permanently. The re-settling of the traditional living areas, which were now a part of the Soviet Union, would have been impossible. People were relocated to the new home areas of Njeä’llem and Če’vetjä’urr in Inari district (Linkola & Linkola 2000: 158–167; Mustonen & Mustonen 2011: 220–241). Today there are about 500 Skolt Sami in Finland and 1000 in Russia. The traditional culture of the Skolt Sami has suffered from forced migration during and after the Second World War. However, the Skolt Sami have been able to keep the traditional musical culture alive at least to some extent. Lately there has been a considerable local cultural revitalisation within the Aanaar Sami and Skolt Sami communities.

**GENRES OF THE TRADITIONAL SKOLT SAMI MUSIC**

Due to the fact that the Skolt Sami have always lived in a multicultural environment, their musical tradition is inherently multi-layered. Multiculturalism and influences from different musical traditions are visible in the diversity of musical genres described in the earlier research (see Laitinen 1977: 27–65; Saastamoinen 2000: 588–590; Jouste 2008: 24–28; 2011: 54). They are also found in the vast collection of archival material, gathered from the Skolt Sami during the twentieth century and preserved in archives in Finland, Russia, Sweden, Norway, and Estonia (see Jouste 2011: 54; Saastamoinen 2000: 96–97; 1998: 588–590). Furthermore, the researchers who visited the Skolt Sami area during the first decades of the twentieth century often made remarks about Karelian and Russian impact on the Skolt Sami culture. One of the most striking utterances was given by Armas Launis in 1922:

> When I came to the Skolt Sami in the Petsamo region, I thought I would be visiting the same nomadic group of people who live in these areas. However, I did not find the Sami; I noticed that I had ended up in a place where people were Karelians. What else are the Skolt Sami than Karelians and especially brothers of Viena Karelians, both being descendants of ancient rich and mighty people of Perm. (Launis 1922: 28)\(^1\)
There are various models for the Skolt Sami musical genre classification formulated in former research (Jouste 2006: 295–301; Saastamoinen 1998: 102–104; Laitinen 1977; 1981: 194–197; Paulaharju 1921: 194). The model presented here is based on the earlier ones as well as on my own research on the Skolt Sami archival material (see below).

In the centre of the Skolt Sami musical tradition is the genre of vocally performed individual song called *leu’dd*, which is essentially Skolt Sami. Sometimes there are *leu’dds* and songs (not connected with known members of the community) in fairy tales. A special genre found in the archival material is the use of voice in various signals, calling shouts for animals and imitations of the sounds that animals make. Other forms of musical expression belong to a group of traditions shared with north-western Russia. Many Skolt Sami songs from the early twentieth century have their stylistic origin in the neighbouring Russian or Karelian song traditions. This group includes secular songs (e.g. Karelian and Russian folk and dance songs), and Christian songs taken over from the Orthodox Church. Laments are found in the Eastern Sami musical traditions as well as those of Karelians and Russians, but not among the Sami living in Scandinavia. Skolt Sami lullabies often have *baju-baju*-syllables reflecting the link to Karelian and Russian lullaby tradition. There was instrumental dance music performed on accordions and harmonicas, as well as the vivid tradition of Karelian and Russian dances, e.g. the quadrille, *sestjerkka*, *okkoldona*, *obsikruug*, *korobuska*, *oira*, *vintjorkka*, *vosmjorkka*, *krakoviacia*, *kerenski*, and *gemigorad* (on Russian and Karelian impact see, e.g., Jouste 2013: 39–67; Häkämies 1978: 18–19; Nickul 1948: 57; Laitinen 1981: 195).

The main genres of the Skolt Sami musical tradition in the first half of the twentieth century are as follows:

1) *Leu’dd* tradition
   a) *Leu’dds* of people
   b) *Leu’dds* of nature and animals
   c) Improvised *leu’dds*

2) Laments

3) Songs
   a) Lullabies
   b) Christian songs and hymns
   c) Russian songs

4) Dance music
   a) Dance songs
   b) Instrumental music
   (i.e. harmonica, accordion, gramophone)
5) Songs and leu’dds in fairy tales
6) Other expressions by voice
   a) Signals
   b) Calling shouts for animals
   c) Imitations of animal sounds

It is notable that singers vary songs and combine elements of different ‘ideal’
genres, and it is this process that creates new meanings in performances, and it
is a central way of communication. The singers have knowledge of the functions
of genres, they are aware of the genre system, which is further accompanied by
a cultural code that directs the use of tradition. This kind of system articulated
by performers in the Northern Sami yoik tradition is well documented but the
conventions of the Skolt Sami musical tradition are far less known.

LEU’DD AS A PART OF THE ORAL HISTORY
OF THE SKOLT SAMI

Leu’dd is a genre of unaccompanied Skolt Sami songs, and as a genre it has
equivalents in other Eastern Sami individual song traditions, such as Kildin
Sami luvvjt and Aanaar Sami livđe. It is notable that the leu’dd tradition differs
significantly from the Northern Sami luohiti ‘yoik’, which is the most commonly
known form of Sami music in the scientific literature. The Skolt Sami never
use the term yoik when they refer to leu’dds although this kind of use of the
term can occur in some older sources, when leu’dd is incorrectly translated
into other languages.

With leu’dds singers refer to actual people, their life stories, and other
historical events, and these can be studied in the broader context of local oral
tradition. It can be defined as ‘a history told by people’s own voices’ since leu’dds
have preserved oral history over generations. In this way, the traditional Sami
song differs also conceptually from the Western song tradition, in which the song
texts often reflect more general subjects. Skolt Sami singers also comment on the
various aspects of life inside the local community, and for this reason, leu’dds
and the musical tradition in general are a valuable source of information about
the Skolt Sami life and experience. Within this material it is possible to obtain
a historical Skolt Sami perspective on their own history and individual and col-

During the performance of an individual song, the performer recalls the
characteristics of a person and often his or her story. According to the cultural
code, the song is ‘owned’ by its object and often also named after the latter. The
performer leads the telling of the story by making allusions to the character of
the subject or to some important events in his or her life. It is not often necessary
to reveal everything about the character of the person, because it is expected
that the participants or other listeners in the Sami society are acquainted with
the person. According to Va'ss Semenoja, a Skolt Sami tradition bearer and
performer, the “leu’dd is a description of the way someone has lived” (Jouste
& Mosnikoff & Sivertsen 2007: 13).

Especially in the earlier times it was common that people knew each other’s
melodies. However, there was a rule that Skolt Sami singers did not perform
a leu’dd when the object was present, avoiding a possible insult (Mosnikoff
2002; Itkonen 1991: 104). In addition to individual songs with specific people
as a subject, there are many traditional songs of animals, nature, places, social
events, etc., or songs referring more generally to various elements of the Skolt
Sami society.

The first text example, O’lssee Piâtt leu’dd (see below), shows the way that
a performer refers, with the text of a leu’dd, to the oral tradition and the historical
events known in the Skolt Sami society. O’lssee Piâtt leu’dd was performed
by Näskk Mosnikoff (née Sverloff, 1893–1984) and during her visit in Helsinki
in 1955 it was recorded by Erkki Ala-Könni. The text of the leu’dd refers to the
story of how the Mosnikoff family became a member of the Suõ’n’nel sijdd.
The object of the leu’dd, O’lssee Piâtt Mosnikoff (1848–1909), was born into
the Mosnikoff family in the Njuõttjäü’rr sijdd in the middle of the nineteenth
century. His father died when he was young, and he was adopted by his god-
father Åls Gavriloff, who lived in the Suõ’n’nel sijdd around the 1860s. As
Åls Gavriloff did not have any children of his own, O’lssee Piâtt inherited the
fortune and the traditional living area of Åls Gavriloff’s family located in the
Suõ’n’nel sijdd. The words of the leu’dd describe the days of O’lssee Piâtt’s
youth. O’lssee Piâtt is the father of Peâtt-Huâttar, Peätt-Medrei, and Peätt-
Kiurel, who was the second husband of the performer Näskk Mosnikoff. The
children of O’lssee Piâtt were born between 1877 and 1885, and his mother
and grandmother are also mentioned in the text. There is also a tragic side to
this story. O’lssee Piâtt died accidentally when he drove into open water on the
ice of Lake Vuõlljääur in the spring of 1909. In the same accident died Näskk
Mosnikoff’s first husband, Karppa-Kiurel’s son Huâttar (Gavriloff), whom she
had married just a few months earlier (Nickul 1948: 36–37; Mosnikoff 2002;
1. *Kuäss mij-a vet jiâlažiim da*  
   At those times we lived,
2. *Sââdd-a-žan O′lssee go kâllsaž.*  
   My father O′lsse
3. *Njeežžaž-am Feädat nijdd.*  
   And my mother, Feädat's daughter.
4. *Pue′rr leäi-i, hââsk jëä′ll-e-ded*  
   Life was good
5. *Öllgšjää′u r ääkka-la."*  
   On the shore of Öll′šjää′u′r.

   There was grandmother Anisiag.
7. *kuäss leäi ā′lğğ, hââ′skes piârr-a-až*  
   There were boys, there was a nice family.
8. *nijdd-a leäi vie′rpes piârr-agaž.*  
   There were daughters, a lively family.
   There was a herd of a thousand reindeer.
10. *Juuggadiim, poradiim*  
    We had good food
11. *oocciisk éänai poottálbeä′l.*  
    And sometimes we drank half a bottle.

(AK/0871; text transcription by Elias Mosnikoff and Seija Sivertsen)

**TWO TYPES OF MELODIC STRUCTURES IN LEU′DD TRADITION**

Type 1: Fragmentary phrase structure

During my research, I tentatively defined two different groups of melody types used in *leu′dds*. In the first type, the one-phrase or two-phrase melody is repeated iteratively throughout the performance, and each time the melody is performed with a new text line. However, the variants of different melody lines can differ so significantly from the melody line presented at the beginning of a *leu′dd* that in many cases it is difficult to define the ‘original melody’ and its variants as the same melody. This brings out the question of whether there are some rules for the variation or it is just free improvisation.

The fact is that the Skolt Sami tradition holders do recognize different *leu′dds* by their melodic features, and hence it cannot be a question of profoundly free musical expression. My suggestion is that many *leu′dd* melodies are modified in a special manner. I have defined this as a model of fragmentary phrase structure. The phrase itself is constructed out of several different melodic segments and an ending cadence, where the phrase always ends on the basic tone. It is typical that a *leu′dd* singer does not perform the whole melody on every repeat but
chooses only some fragments of it before ending the phrase in a cadence. In the next repeat the singer may choose different melodic segments or even repeat some. The melody might occur in its full length a few times in a performance, but in most parts of the performance it is possible to hear only fragments of the full melody. With a paradigmatic structural analysis (see Niemi & Jouste 2013) it is easy to visualize this full melody with all the possible melodic segments used in a particular leu’dd performance.

Figure 1. O’lssee Piâtt leu’dd. Performed by Näskk Moshnikoff in Helsinki in 1955. Folklife Archives, University of Tampere (AK/0871). Text transcription by Elias Mosnikoff and Seija Sivertsen. Musical transcription by Marko Jouste.
The melody of Näskk Moshnikoffs O’lssee Piätt leu’dd is performed with a fragmentary phrase structure. There are eleven melody lines and they differ from each other to some extent. The transcription of the whole performance is shown in Figure 1.

The melody of O’lssee Piätt leu’dd consists of one phrase, which is repeated throughout the performance. Each time the melody is performed with a new text line, causing a different variation. It is important to notice that the rhythm of the melody is determined mainly by the rhythm of the text since leu’dds are unaccompanied and we can only occasionally hear a steady pulse in the performance. In order to clarify the analysis, it is better to distinguish the melodic and rhythmic layers and treat them separately in the analysis. In Figure 2, I have excluded the rhythm of the melody and analysed only the pitches of the melody and coded them by the numbers of their melodic degrees (1 equals basic tone, b3 equals minor third, etc.). The melodic segments found in the melody are marked with letters a, b, and c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Melodic segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>b3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>b3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>b3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The analysis of the phrase structure of the melody in O’lssee Piätt leu’dd. The pitches are coded by the numbers of their melodic degrees; the melodic segments are marked with letters a, b, and c.

The analysis shows that every line is different from the others. A melodic segment can be repeated (see segment b in lines 1–2 and 8–9) or varied, and
sometimes a segment is left totally out (see segment a in lines 5, 10, and 11). The basic ‘rule’ of creating a leu’dd melody in this manner could be summarized so that the first one begins from the upper part of the melody (here melodic segment a) and then descends slowly (here melodic segments b and c) to the basic tone, which is manifested by a cadenza (here melodic segment c). However, one cannot go back on the melody line; for example, you would not perform melodic segment a after melodic segment b.

The fragmentary phrase structure can be found both in one-phrase and two-phrase melodies. It is notable that among the Sami this kind of structure is found mainly in Eastern Sami music and especially in the Skolt Sami tradition. For example, the melodic structures of the Northern Sami luohiti-tradition are clearly different (Laitinen 1981: 194; for comparative examples see Jouste 2006). There are also some interesting similarities between the fragmentary phrase structure of Skolt Sami leu’dds and some Viena Karelian joiku melodies (see, e.g., Kallberg 2004), but this topic requires further research.

Type 2: Leu’dds with song-like melodies

In the second type of leu’dds the overall idea is that many of the song-like melodies might have a melodic model taken from the song traditions of the neighbouring peoples (for more examples see Jouste 2013). This can be seen in the next example of the leu’dd Miklai da Täddjan. It was performed by Va’ss Semenoja in Kirakkajoki, during a field recording organised by the Finnish Broadcasting Company in 1961. Since the performance is rather long, lasting 4:45 minutes, I only present here an excerpt of the melody. The melody consists of three phrases and the phrase structure is abb. This is repeated throughout the performance but so that all melody lines clearly resemble each other. The basic melody does not vary in a manner that it would if it were an example of the fragmentary phrase structure. There is some variation also in this type, especially in the rhythm, caused by different words in different text lines.

Figure 3. An excerpt of Miklai da Täddjan performed by Va’ss Semenoja in 1961. University of Tampere, Folklore Archives, AK/0563. Text transcription by Elias Mosnikoff and Seija Sivertsen. Musical transcription by Marko Jouste.
The melodic model for this leu’dd comes from a Russian sailor’s song called Iablochko ('small apple'), which was pointed to me by a Russian musicologist Mikhail Lobanov. He transcribed the following melody from memory after having heard the recording. The Iablochko melody is also known as a Russian sailors’ dance, and it became widely known during the First World War (Zemtsovsky 2001: 9; Jouste 2013: 59–57; http://worldorch.pbworks.com/w/page/15428653/Russian%20Sailor%27s%20Dance). The Iablochko melody also has abb-structure, with the first phrase moving in the upper register, followed by a descending phrase repeated twice. One can easily notice the similarity between these two examples (see Fig. 4).

An interesting question is whether there are any clues of how and when these song melodies were incorporated into the leu’dd tradition of the Skolt Sami. Naturally, there is the general notion of multiculturalism and influences from different musical traditions in the cultural melting pot in the western part of the Kola Peninsula. There is also well documented historical data of how Skolt Sami men, who were recruited into the Russian army during the First World War, learned songs during their service and when they returned, the new songs and melodies became a new fashionable part of the Skolt Sami music (Launis 1922: 30). One of the most famous Skolt Sami life stories including the war period is that of Jääkk Sverloff, who became the head of the Skolt Sami community during post-war decades (see Ingold 1976: 235–253; Linkola 1985: 99). Among the present Skolt Sami, Jääkk Sverloff and also Olli Gauriloff have the reputation of introducing many of these Russian musical influences and new dances to the people of the Suõ’nm’jele sijdd after they returned from the war in the early 1920s (SKNA, 09842/a).

These influences can be heard also in other Skolt Sami musical genres. For example, a variant of the same Iablochko-melody is found in a quadrille dance song Mâid kuulak-a niöd-e ju určči juugg-u-de-ja? ('What are you youngsters running for?'), performed by Jääkk Sverloff. In this variation the repeated b-phrase is shortened as compared to the previous example of the Iablochko-melody (see Figs. 4 & 5).
Finally, it is also interesting to mention that Finnish researcher Armas Launis, who undertook fieldwork in the Skolt Sami area in 1922, also mentions two separate styles of *leu’dds* during his visit. Launis gathered altogether 60 wax cylinder recordings and transcribed 173 melodies from the Skolt Sami of Suönnjel and Paččjokk. He wrote about two *leu’dds* singers with different styles, who both lived in the Paččjokk *sijdd*. Launis described these styles, though his views contain evaluations somehow typical of the early twentieth century musicology, and also connected with Launis’ own ‘literate’ or ‘sophisticated’ musical taste. According to Launis, Evvan Råmman (Romman Ofanasief, 1852–) used the old melody type and his style differed from the more popular style of the 1920s. His melodies were simple, non-ornamented, monotonic, and robust, composed in the old-fashion Sami style. However, his repertoire of this kind of melodies was notable. The other *leu’dds* singer was Mihkel-Vää’sk O’nddri (in the original: Mihkel-Vask Ondrei, 1854–) and he was known as a composer of *leu’dds* in the new style. Launis described that his melodies sounded richer with broader and modern motifs, and possessed a different tempo, so they sounded interesting to him as compared to Evvan Råmmans’ melodies. Launis also writes that it is no wonder that the Skolt Sami prefer these melodies and that this is why they have spread all over the area where Finnish Skolt Sami live (Launis 1922: 30, 35–36).
CONCLUSION

In all the periods from which we have historical sources, we can see that there have been cultural contacts between different peoples in the northeast of Russia and Scandinavia. It is notable that the Skolt Sami have adopted a significant amount of shared traditions from the northeast of Russia into their own musical culture and also into culture on a more general level. These Russian, Karelian, Norwegian, and Finnish songs were performed in their original form, but sometimes melodies and other musical features were incorporated into traditional music, resulting in a unique, diverse, and multi-layered musical culture.

The leu’dd tradition was used to describe and comment on Skolt Sami life, both as ‘history’ and ‘present’, so that the leu’dds form a bank of shared memories of the Skolt Sami society. In my analysis I have presented the idea that there are two different types of melody structures in the historical material found from the archives. The model of fragmentary phrase structure explains many of the features found in the ‘old type’ leu’dd melodies, while the ‘new type’ can be understood through the idea that Russian and Karelian song melodies were used as the model for leu’dds. The study of historical Skolt Sami musical culture shows how a strong local culture can also take influences from other cultures without losing its own characteristics and identity.

NOTES

1 Translated by the author.
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